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Texas Innovation
Alliance
BACKGROUND
The Texas Innovation Alliance is an action network of local,
regional, and state agencies and research institutions who are
galvanized to be a force multiplier for mobility innovation. Our
mission is to strategically develop, launch, and sustain a portfolio
of advanced mobility projects across the State of Texas.
A CALL TO ACTION. Building upon the momentum of the USDOT
Smart City Challenge, the Texas Department of Transportation
(TxDOT) and City of Austin issued a call to action in 2016.
Metropolitan regions from around the state stepped forward,
uniting as the Texas Innovation Alliance to address the state’s most
pressing mobility challenges. As our state continues to grow, the
Alliance will proactively develop tools beyond traditional
infrastructure, including innovative technologies, policies, and
processes.

SUMMIT GOALS
Hosted annually by the Alliance, the Texas Mobility Summit is an
interactive experience – an opportunity where public agencies,
research institutions, and industry leaders come together to
discuss common challenges, shared goals, and collaborative action
items.
The goals of the 2018 Summit are to address Texas’ mobility
needs, showcase active and shovel-ready projects, and open the
door to public-private partnership opportunities.
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About the Partnership Profiles
Each year, the Texas innovation Alliance teams create profiles to synthesize top challenges, on-going and
planned initiatives, and priority projects.

ENGAGE WITH REGIONAL TEAMS. The Team Profiles describe the vision
for each regional team, including key members, areas of interest, top
challenges, and on-going and planned initiatives.

IDENTIFY DEPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES. The Texas Proving Grounds
include a range of closed, controlled, and open test environments and offer
key opportunities to partner with top research institutions as well as public
agencies.

LEARN MORE ABOUT ACTIVE PROJECTS. The Project Thumbnails
provide a snapshot of planed and active projects happening across the state
in six key areas: 1) Real-Time Data, 2) Seamless Mobility, 3) Energy &
Sustainability, 4) Equity & Access, 5) Freight & Logistics, and 6) Advanced
Vehicles.
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Team Arlington

MEMBERS

AREAS OF INTEREST
» Seamless Mobility » Advanced Vehicles » Real-Time Data

Lyndsay Mitchell
Strategic Planning Manager,
City of Arlington
Lyndsay.Mitchell@arlingtontx.gov

Alicia Winkelblech
Senior Strategic Initiatives Officer,
City of Arlington
Alicia.Winkelblech@arlingtontx.gov

Ann Foss
Principal Planner, City of Arlington
Ann.Foss@arlingtontx.gov

Shima Hamidi
UTA: Director, Institute of Urban Studies;
Asst. Prof. of Planning
shima.hamidi@uta.edu

Ahoura Zandiatashbar
UTA: Researcher, Center for Transportation Equity,
Decisions, & Dollars
Ahoura.zandiatashbar@uta.edu
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TOP CHALLENGES
Team Arlington envisions a place where innovative transportation technologies
can be introduced, tested, and deployed in various conditions to serve a range of
mobility needs for a wide variety of users. To this end, we are developing
creative solutions to address the following challenges:
• Limited Options – Expanding on-demand rideshare services and integrating
rideshare with autonomous services and with paratransit services.
• Market Uncertainty – Identifying and testing transportation needs and
markets that autonomous vehicles are suited to address.
• Innovation Barriers – Technical, operational, regulatory and other challenges
associated with rolling out innovative transportation technologies.

ONGOING & PLANNED INITIATIVES
Team Arlington highlights progress made on key projects in the past year,
demonstrating our recent and near-term success.
• Milo Pilot Program Successful Completion – Two EasyMile EZ10 autonomous
shuttles were deployed in an off-street environment in Arlington’s
Entertainment District from August 2017 – August 2018. The shuttles
connected remote parking areas to AT&T Stadium and Globe Life Park during
major events at the two venues, as well as operating for public demonstration
events and special group tours. The project served over 110 events, and
ridership surveys showed that 99% of Milo riders enjoyed riding and felt safe
riding Milo. The City learned valuable lessons about autonomous vehicle
operation that will be applied to the second phase of the program.
• Drive.ai Pilot Program – Several drive.ai autonomous vehicles will be
deployed in Arlington’s Entertainment District starting October 2018 for an
on-street, in mixed traffic, one-year pilot program. The vehicles will operate
for the general public on a daily basis, as well as serving major events at the
stadium venues. This will be the first drive.ai pilot on public streets and open
to the general public.
• Via On-Demand Rideshare Service – A fleet of ten 6-passenger vans began
offering on-demand, shared rides in central Arlington in December 2017. In
this one-year pilot program, rides are always $3 per person per ride, and rides
can be booked using the Via smart phone application or by calling a local
phone number. In the first 6 months of the service, over 40,000 rides were
taken with a customer satisfaction rate of 96%.

INNOVATE. DEVELOP. NETWORK.

Team Austin

AREAS OF INTEREST

MEMBERS

» Seamless Mobility » Real-Time Data » Advanced Vehicles
Jason JonMichael

TOP CHALLENGES
Team Austin envisions a place of equity, economic opportunity, and
environmental stewardship enabled by smart mobility transformation, and is
developing innovative solutions to address the following challenges:
• Limited Mobility – Congestion with limited ability to expand right of way.
• Transportation User Convenience Experience – Create a more effective, costsaving, single payer system for all available mobility options (including
parking) and use data to deliver real-time transportation network information
to system users.
• Environmental – Reduce carbon footprint, air pollution, and related impacts.

ONGOING & PLANNED INITIATIVES
Team Austin highlights progress made on key projects in the past year,
demonstrating our recent and near-term success.
• Connected Corridors – Team Austin is deploying DSRC technology at seven
intersections in downtown and East Austin. Team Austin was chosen by
USDOT to work with Battelle on the Connected Vehicle Reference
Implementation Architecture (CVRIA) project. Additionally, Team Austin is
working with Cisco to install RSUs at two intersections, install OBUs on fleet
vehicles broadcasting pedestrian detection, and analyze data from the DSRC
equipment to assess the reliability and quality of the system. Finally, Team
Austin is collaborating with the Capital Metro on the pilot deployment of an
automated shuttle in the CBD, including the placement of RSUs along 3rd St
and data about highly automated driving systems in urban environments.
• Smart Mobility Roadmap – Team Austin’s Smart Mobility Roadmap lays out a
proactive and deliberate approach to new mobility that will ensure an
equitable, affordable, prosperous and data-driven future in five key areas:
1) Shared-Use Mobility; 2) Electric Vehicles and Infrastructure; 3) Automated
Vehicles; 4) Data and Technology; and 5) Land Use and Infrastructure.
• INRIX AV Road Rules – Team Austin is joining select cities to pilot a new
automated vehicle deployment platform called INRIX AV Road Rules. INRIX AV
Road Rules is the first platform that enables cities and road authorities to
assign, validate, and manage traffic rules and restrictions for automated
vehicles operating on public roads. The platform will foster more efficient and
accurate data sharing between automated vehicles, their data providers, and
ATD, helping realize Austin’s autonomous future.

Assistant Director, Austin Transportation
Department
jason.jonmichael@austintexas.gov

Rob Spillar
Director, Austin Transportation Department
rob.spillar@austintexas.gov

Karla Taylor
Chief of Staff, Austin Transportation Department
karla.taylor@austintexas.gov

Jorge Riveros
Program Manager, Austin Transportation
Department jorge.riveros@austintexas.gov

Jen Duthie
Division Manager, Austin Transportation
Department
jen.duthie@austintexas.gov

John Clary
Senior Supervisor, Data and Technology Services,
Austin Transportation Department
john.clary@austintexas.gov

Karl Popham
Emerging Technologies & EV Manager,
Austin Energy
karl.popham@austinenergy.com

Cameron Freberg
AE Utility Strategist, Austin Energy
cameron.freberg@austinenergy.com

Elaine Timbes
COO, Capital Metropolitan Transit Authority
Elaine.timbes@capmetro.org

Chad Ballentine
Vice President, Demand Response & Innovative
Mobility, Capital Metropolitan Transit Authority
chad.ballentine@capmetro.org

Jeff Dailey
Deputy Executive Director, CTRMA
jdailey@ctrma.org

Justin Word
Director of Engineering, CTRMA
jword@ctrma.org

John Nevares
Assistant Director of Transportation Operations
(Austin), TxDOT
john.nevares@txdot.gov

Jordan Payson
Policy Analyst, Austin Transportation Department
Jordan.payson@austintexas.gov
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Team Bryan/College Station

MEMBERS

AREAS OF INTEREST
» Equity & Access » Real-Time Data » Advanced Vehicles

Daniel Rudge
Executive Director,
Bryan/College Station MPO
drudge@bcsmpo.org

TOP CHALLENGES

Tim Lomax
TTI Research Fellow,
Texas A&M TTI
t-lomax@tamu.edu

Allison Kurwitz
Advance Planning Engineer,
TXDoT: Bryan District
Allison.Kurwitz@txdot.gov

Troy Rother
Traffic Engineer,
City of College Station
trother@cstx.gov

Gary Schatz
Graduate Student, Texas A&M
gary@mobilityplanningmatters.com

Katie Turnbull
Executive Associate Director,
Texas A&M TTI
k-turnbull@tti.tamu.edu

Bart Benthul
Principal Planner,
Bryan/College Station MPO
bbenthul@bcsmpo.org

Michael Parks
Assistant Executive Director,
Brazos Valley Council of Governments
mparks@bvcog.org

Jackie Pacha
Brazos Valley Center for Independent Living
jpacha@bvcil.org
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Team Bryan/College Station (BCS) envisions a place where our transportation
services enhance local quality of life by addressing the following challenges:
• Access to Medical Care – Providing medical transportation services to lowincome, the elderly, and persons with disability by better coordinating
available service providers.
• Integrating Traffic Management Information – Developing an integrated
traffic management system that provides real-time traffic information to the
public through a smartphone application.
• Improving Connectivity in the Urban Core – Deploying autonomous vehicles
in Downtown Bryan, and the emerging downtown district in College Station
centered around the Texas A&M University (TAMU) flagship campus.

ONGOING & PLANNED INITIATIVES
Team BCS highlights progress made on key projects in the past year,
demonstrating our recent and near-term success.
• Coordinated Human Service Agency Transportation – The Brazos Valley
Center for Independent Living has purchased SimpliTransport, a software
package that allows trips to be coordinated by multiple agencies. In the past
year we have introduced the software, met with local hospitals, and
scheduled training at each hospital to instruct case workers and care givers in
the available mobility options, six levels of service, and how to access
providers.
• Make Every Day a Game Day, Part One – While the University has a
nationally-recognized Game Day Traffic Operation for home football games,
the same level of system integration and real-time information are needed
everyday. The City of College Station, TxDOT, and TAMU have invested
heavily on the FM 60 (University Drive) corridor to improve safety and
mobility. With multiple modes and services in the area an integrated smart
phone application is needed to provide mobility choices, real-time travel
information and improved circulation in the emerging downtown of College
Station.
• Make Every Day a Game Day, Part Two – The TAMU Campus Master Plan
calls for removing much of the parking in the campus core and moving it to
the periphery of campus. Mobility in the area could be well served by shifting
trips away from private vehicles to autonomous shuttles. TTI has been
working over the past year on the Campus Transformational Transportation
Plan to create a way for people to circulate around campus from the
relocated lots and to access the two university centric developments as well
as Downtown Bryan.

INNOVATE. DEVELOP. NETWORK.

Team Coastal Bend

AREAS OF INTEREST

MEMBERS

» Seamless Mobility » Freight & Logistics » Advanced vehicles
Jeffrey Pollack, AICP

TOP CHALLENGES
Team Coastal Bend envisions:
• Mobility Options for All – Commitment to an integrated, multi-modal system
that safely moves people of all ages and abilities.
• Healthy, Safe, Connected, and Diverse Neighborhoods – Focusing on peoplescaled, support a mix of land uses, and are connected to key destinations by a
variety of modes .
• Innovative Freight Management Solutions – Supporting the continued
growth of regional industry without unintended consequences for the
transportation experience and quality of life in our communities.

ONGOING & PLANNED INITIATIVES
• Harbor Bridge Replacement – Construction began on the new Harbor Bridge,
which traverses the Corpus Christi Ship Channel and includes portions of US
181 and I-37. The concrete structure will be the longest cable stay bridge in
the US and will have vertical clearance of 205 feet. Construction will be
complete in 2020.
• Regional Parkway Mobility Corridor Planning and Environmental Linkages
(PEL) Study – A PEL for a portion of the Regional Parkway Mobility Corridor
concluded in spring of 2017. The PEL, which identified highest ranking
alternative alignments for two of seven segments, built upon a feasibility
study (2013) that determined that a multi-segment mobility corridor around
the south side of Corpus Christi (from Park Road 22 on Padre Island to I-37)
was merited and feasible if constructed in segments of independent utility.
• Ongoing Implementation of Strategic Plan for Active Mobility – The region’s
Bicycle Mobility Plan, which is Phase I of a Strategic Plan for Active Mobility
created by the Corpus Christi MPO, defines a 290-mile Bicycle Mobility
Network and prescribes exactly what type of infrastructure should be
installed to uphold the target level of safety and service. This network will
deliver riders within ¼ mile of over 80% of all daycare and academic
institutions, groceries and markets, low income housing units, transit stops
and stations, and regional parks in the MPO boundary. Implementation is well
underway, including: 1) Over seven miles of roads under reconstruction with
protected one-way cycle tracks on both sides; 2) Funding dedicated for
designation of 30 miles of Bicycle Boulevards; 3) Construction of several miles
of off-road multi-use trail; 4) Installation of over 1,000 bike racks and over
150 public pumps and FixIt stations at bus stops; and 5) Creation of a
downtown bike share pilot program.

Director of Planning, Port Corpus Christi
jpollack@pocca.com

Daniel McGinn, AICP
Assistant Director of Planning, City of Corpus
Christi
DanielMc@cctexas.com

Eddie Martinez
Chair, Corpus Christi Regional Transportation
Authority Board of Directors
eddie@pocca.com

Dr. Lea-Der Chen
Associate Dean for Research/Director, School of
Engineering and Computing Sciences,
TX A&M University Corpus Christi
ld.chen@tamucc.edu

Dr. Scott King
Chair, Department of Computer Sciences,
TX A&M University Corpus Christi
scott.king@tamucc.edu

Dr. Junfei (Jennifer) Xie
Assistant Professor, Department of Computer
Sciences, TX A&M University Corpus Christi
junfei.xie@tamucc.edu

Dr. Raymond Chong, P.E.
Director of Traffic Engineering, City of Corpus
Christi
RaymondC@cctexas.com
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Team DFW (Tarrant County)

MEMBERS

AREAS OF INTEREST
» Equity & Access » Shared Mobility » Advanced Vehicles

Russell Schaffner
Assistant County Administrator – Legislative
Affairs Tarrant County
rlschaffner@tarrantcounty.com

Scott Boone
Transportation Analyst, Cambridge Systematics
sboone@camsys.com

Richard Brooks
Customer Integration Manager,
MedStar Mobile Healthcare
rbrooks@mdstar911.org

Deirdre Browne
Senior Director, Substance Use Disorder and
Outreach Services,
MHMR Tarrant Behavioral Health Services
Deirdre.browne@mhmrtc.org

Kristen Camareno
Executive Director, Fort Worth Bike Sharing
kristen@fortworthbikesharing.org

TOP CHALLENGES
Team Tarrant County envisions a place where innovative mobility solutions are
available to all citizens regardless of geographic boundaries so they can have
access to jobs and wellness related services and is developing innovative
solutions to address the following challenges:
• Mobility Integration – The need for a platform for multiple transportation
providers that effectively provides wellness-related services including physical
health, behavioral and mental health, co-occurring disorders, chronic disease
management, and life sustaining and enriching activities in Tarrant county.
• Complicated Boundaries – Tarrant County includes 41 cities, and current
mobility policies and programs restrict ridership between cities.
• Affordability – Lack of affordable, countywide transportation service options
that can efficiently connect individuals with healthcare providers whether
insured or not.

Sal Espino

ONGOING & PLANNED INITIATIVES

Director of Government Relations, Trinity Metro
sal.espino@ridetm.org

Team Tarrant County is a leader in mobility and innovation. The following
highlights progress made on key projects in the past year.
• Mobility Implementation Plan – The Regional Transportation Council, at the
request of the Tarrant County Mayors’ Council, authorized funding for a
mobility implementation plan for all of Tarrant County. This implementation
plan will create a blueprint for implementing emerging mobility technologies
across Tarrant County.
• On Demand Shared Ride RFP – Trinity Metro in partnership with the City of
Fort Worth, Tarrant County, and a number of partner Cities issued a request
for proposals for on demand shared ride services in various zones across
Tarrant County.
• Wellness Transportation – My Health My Resources (MHMR) Tarrant and
Tarrant County received a healthcare access grant through the National
Center for Mobility Management. The grant catalyzed a partnership of
numerous social service organizations and healthcare providers across the
county to provide innovative solutions for the mobility challenges
surrounding those seeking wellness services.

Scott Rule
Vice President/Chief of Staff, JPS Health Network
srule@jpshealth.org

Patricia Ward
Director of Community Development and Housing,
Tarrant County
pward@tarrantcounty.com
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Team El Paso

AREAS OF INTEREST

MEMBERS

» Seamless Mobility & Digital Divide » Real-Time Data » Freight & Logistics
Julie Baldwin-Munoz

TOP CHALLENGES
Team El Paso envisions a place with safe and beautiful neighborhoods, a vibrant
regional economy and exceptional recreational, cultural and educational
opportunities and is developing innovative solutions to address the following
challenges:
• Integrating Technology – Leverage and expand the use of current and new
technology to reduce inefficiencies, improve communications, enable data
sharing and advance strategy deployment.
• Improving Economic Development – Stimulate access and economic growth
by activating transportation corridors through transit integration and cross
border mobility.
• Linking Community to Critical Services – Connect people to community
assets and programs that support health, safety and quality of life.

ONGOING & PLANNED INITIATIVES
Team El Paso highlights progress made on key projects in the past year,
demonstrating our recent and near-term success. As a snapshot, the following
are 20 in 2020 visionary initiatives embedded in the CoEP Strategic Plan:
• 1) Enhance a Regional Comprehensive Transportation System – Activating
targeted transportation corridors through the Rapid Transit System and
reactivating Streetcar operations , 2) Stimulate Economic Growth through
Transit Integration – Creation of a comprehensive International Bridges
Capital Improvement Program, & 3) Improve Competitiveness through
Infrastructure Improvements – Delivery of programmed capital projects
stemming from the 2012 Quality of Life Bond and focused investments
improving Street Infrastructure .
• El Paso Data Hub & Platform – Team El Paso initiated the creation of a Data
Hub and Platform to better manage congestion, increase efficiency of freight
travel, and provide real-time traveler information. Key data sets include
bridge wait times, incident management, congestion, and origin-destination
data.
• ReImagine I-10/El Paso Region – TxDOT is conducting an advanced planning
study to analyze and evaluate the current and future transportation needs for
the I-10 El Paso Corridor from the NM/TX state line to Tornillo. This
study/project emphasizes the need to reimagine how I-10 operates today and
develop unique solutions for the region. Goals include facilitating corridor
movement, minimizing environmental impacts to human and natural
environments, offering innovative transportation alternatives, and leveraging
advanced technologies.

Performance Administration, COEP
baldwinja@elpasotexas.gov

Enrique Martinez
Director, IT Services, COEP
MartinezEJ@elpasotexas.gov

David Coronado
Assistant Director, International Bridges, COEP
CoronadoDA@elpasotexas.gov

Alex Hoffman
Deputy Director, Planning + Inspections, COEP
HoffmanAP@elpasotexas.gov

Yvette Hernandez
AD, Capital Improvement Department, COEP
HernandezYM@elpasotexas.gov

Keith Bennett
Deputy Director, Street + Maintenance, COEP
BennettKD@elpasotexas.gov

Eddie Valtier
Director, Transp. Planning & Dev., TXDOT
eddie.valtier@txdot.gov

Rebecca Reyes
Transportation Planner, TXDOT
rebecca.reyes@txdot.gov

Thelma Ramirez
Transportation Planner, TXDOT
thelma.ramirez@txdot.gov

Raymond Telles
Executive Director, CRRMA
tellesrl@crrma.org

Sal Alonzo
Transportation Program Engr, El Paso County
salonzo@epcounty.com

Jose Landeros
Public Policy Advisor, El Paso County,
jlanderos@epcounty.com

Christina Stokes
Regional Transportation Manager, El Paso MPO
jweidner@utep.edu

Gabriela Lopez
Assistant Transportation Analyst, El Paso MPO
glopez@elpasompo.org

Ruey Cheu
Professor, UTEP
rcheu@utep.edu

Jeffrey Weidner
Assistant Professor, UTEP
jweidner@utep.edu
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Team Frisco

MEMBERS

AREAS OF INTEREST
» Seamless Mobility » Real-Time Data » Advanced Vehicles

Brian Moen
Assistant Director of Transportation,
City of Frisco
bmoen@friscotexas.gov

Kerin Smith, P.E.
Traffic Engineer,
City of Frisco
Ksmith2@friscotexas.gov

Jason Cooley
Strategic Services Manager,
City of Frisco
jcooley@friscotexas.gov

Kristina Holcomb
VP, Planning & Development,
Denton County Transportation Authority
kholcomb@dcta.net

TOP CHALLENGES
Team Frisco envisions a place of fast-paced and responsible growth aligned with
a commitment to transportation excellence; where government, transportation
providers and corporate partners work together to deploy and normalize
emerging transportation technology initiatives including flexible, affordable and
sustainable mobility options that connect the City of Frisco to the DFW
metroplex.
• Optimizing the Power of Big Data – Open data platforms provide opportunity
for continuous improvement; however, collecting and processing data to
make informed decisions takes technical knowledge, increased overhead, and
financial investment for technologies yet to be proven.
• Acceptance of Mobility Alternatives – Frisco is a large city experiencing rapid
growth and the associated traffic congestion coupled with a car-centric
culture typical of suburban communities.
• Existing Infrastructure – Preparing existing infrastructure for connected
vehicle applications related to safety, mobility and public acceptance.

ONGOING & PLANNED INITIATIVES
Team Frisco highlights progress made on key projects in the past year,
demonstrating our recent and near-term success.
• Connected and Autonomous Vehicle Pilots and Other Applications – The City
is assessing first mile/last mile issues with deployment of autonomous
shuttles. The City has partnered with Denton County Transportation Authority
and several private partners to bring drive.ai, an autonomous vehicle vendor,
to Frisco. We hope to gauge public acceptance of AV technology as well as the
viability of AV shuttles as a first mile/last mile solution.
• Real Time Data Sharing – Frisco partners with Traffic Technology Services to
provide Vehicle to Infrastructure (V2I) technology to Audi vehicles and
optimize our signal system. Other projects include the integration of Frisco’s
SAFER (Situational Awareness for Emergency Response), a GIS mapping
program connected to our computer aided dispatching system, and Waze’s
Connected Citizen Program. AT&T has also announced a 5G deployment at
Frisco Station and we are working to expand that coverage across Frisco.
• Establish Vehicle to Infrastructure Communication – Team Frisco intends to
begin installing DSRC radios in limited areas throughout the city to test other
V2X applications. In particular, we will be fitting our existing AVs with OBUs to
test the sharing of SPaT data. We are also securing funds to launch a project
with the City of Plano to install around 60 DSRC radios across a broader area.
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Team Houston

AREAS OF INTEREST

MEMBERS

» Seamless Mobility » Advanced Vehicles » Freight & Logistics » Equity & Access
Thomas C. Lambert

TOP CHALLENGES
Team Houston envisions a place of seamless multi-modal mobility, access for all,
safe travel and is developing innovative solutions to address the following
challenges:
• Encouraging Alternative Modes – Creating more high capacity transit and
other modes to encourage ride sharing.
• Improving Safety – Creating safer conditions for pedestrian, bicyclists and
those with mobility challenges.
• Leveraging Data – Providing real time information and data.

ONGOING & PLANNED INITIATIVES
Team Houston highlights progress made on key projects in the past year,
demonstrating our recent and near-term success.
• Autonomous Vehicle Technology – METRO is making a substantial
investment in testing autonomous vehicle (AV) technology for transit use. The
University District Project (UDP) is a multi-phase pilot project. The UDP will
pilot an autonomous vehicle to function as a shuttle on the campus of Texas
Southern University. The initial phase will operate on a dedicated campus
right of way. The future phases will connect to METRO’s Purple Line Rail Line
and later to METRO’s Eastwood Park and Ride. METRO will be looking at AV
operations, first and last mile application and customer engagement. The UDP
is a coordinated project in partnership with the City of Houston, Texas
Southern University and the Houston Galveston Area Council along with
support from Team Houston.
• Safety/Accessibility – METRO recently launched a pilot involving Bluetooth
beacons to assist vision impaired patrons identify where they are in the
system. Using their smart phones, a user at beacon enabled stop can plot
their location and map direction through accessibility functions.
• High Capacity Transit/Platooning – METRO continues to explore truck
platooning as a potential way to enhance its high capacity transit system.
Platooning could be used on existing barrier separated right of way to
improve reliability and travel times.

President/CEO, Houston METRO
Thomas.Lambert@ridemetro.org

Kimberly J. Williams
Chief Innovation Officer, Houston METRO
Kimberly.williams@ridemetro.org

Maureen Crocker
Assistant Director, Department of Public Works,
City of Houston
Maureen.crocker@houstontx.gov

Barbara Koslov
Transportation Policy Advisor,
Harris County Judge’s Office
Barbara.koslov@cjo.hctx.net

Andy Mao
Director of Transportation Planning,
TX-DOT Houston District
andrew.mao@txdot.gov

Alan Clark
Director of Transportation Planning,
Houston Galveston Area Council (HGAC)
Alan.clark@h-gac.com

Dr. Carol Lewis
Professor & Director, Center for Transportation
Training and Research, Texas Southern University
Lewis_ca@tsu.edu

Gino Lim
Professor & Chair, Department of Industrial
Engineering, University of Houston
ginolim@uh.edu

Bruce Mann
Director, Freight Mobility, Port of Houston
pbmann@poha.com

Jeff Weatherford
Deputy Director, Department of Public Works &
Engineering, City of Houston
Jeffrey.weatherford@houstontx.gov

Abbey Roberson
Vice President of Planning, Texas Medical Center
aroberson@tmc.edu

Shelley Whitworth
Program Manager, Clean Cities Coalition,
Houston Galveston Area Council (HGAC)
Shelley.whitworth@h-gac.com
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Team San Antonio

MEMBERS

AREAS OF INTEREST
» Equity & Access » Seamless Mobility » Advanced Vehicles

Art Reinhardt
Assistant Director of Transportation & Capital
Improvements
City of San Antonio
art.reinhardt@sanantonio.gov

Steve Young
Vice President of Information Technology
VIA Metropolitan Transit
steve.young@viainfo.net

Matt Prenzler
Customer Experience Application Coordinator
VIA Metropolitan Transit
matthew.prenzler@viainfo.net

TOP CHALLENGES
Team San Antonio envisions a connected, inclusive, safe, sustainable, and
resilient transportation system leading to a high quality of life and is developing
innovative solutions to address the following challenges:
• Rapid Population Growth – San Antonio is projected to grow by an additional
1 million people by the year 2040, almost doubling in population, adding over
150 vehicles daily to the region.
• Barriers to Alternatives Transportation Choices – Prevalence of highways and
single-family neighborhoods create auto-centric city form and a discontinuous
road network limiting multimodal access and isolating residents from
alternative transportation choices.
• Air Quality Nonattainment – In July 2018, the EPA designated the San
Antonio area as a “nonattainment” area. Specifically, Bexar County fell just
short of the NAAQS ozone standard.

ONGOING & PLANNED INITIATIVES
Team San Antonio highlights progress made on key projects in the past year,
demonstrating our recent and near-term success.
• Smart City Program (SmartSA) – In 2017, the City of San Antonio launched a
Smart City Program, called SmartSA, which included nine projects across
transportation, sustainability and digital connected living. Over the past year
the City initiated and implemented a 311 Mobile App, Wifi in the Parks, Digital
Community Kiosks and a Parks Mobile App. In addition, the City has issued an
RFI on Autonomous Vehicle Use Cases and is continuing to implement the San
Antonio Traveler Real-Time Information Portal (SATRIP) project which installs
sensors to collect data and enhance real-time information sharing.
• Metropolitan Transit Mobility on Demand Pilot Project – VIA is performing a
Comprehensive Operational Analysis (COA) to identify strengths and
weaknesses of VIA service and explore opportunities to increase ridership and
improve service efficiency and cost effectiveness. Currently, VIA is soliciting
proposals from public and private mobility service and technology providers
to assist with the development and implementation of a Mobility on Demand
pilot project that provides shared rides in certain service zones.
• Alamo Area Metropolitan Planning Organization Data Research – The Alamo
Area MPO continues to work with big data such as that obtained through the
National Performance Management Research Data Set provided by FHWA
and bicycle and pedestrian Bluetooth data purchased by TxDOT from Strava.
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TEXAS
PROVING GROUNDS

15

TEXAS
TECHNOLOGY WITH
A PURPOSE

PROVING
GROUNDS

The Texas Innovation Alliance launched the
Texas Proving Grounds following the
inaugural 2016 Texas Mobility Summit and
was one of the original ten USDOT Automated Vehicle Proving
Ground sites. While the Federal designation has ended, Texas
is continuing its commitment to statewide testing and
deployment – promoting the high degree of options our
partnership offers in diverse environments, access to top
research institutions, and multiple levels of infrastructure and
regional capabilities.

Texas is facing rapid growth and urbanization
that are placing pressure on our transportation
system. The technologies behind connected
vehicles that instantaneously communicate
with each other and automated vehicles that
operate without a human driver are rapidly
maturing. Some automated vehicle (AV)
companies and automobile manufacturers are
also committing to various low- or zeroemissions vehicle systems.

The partnership is led by three research institutions – Texas
A&M Transportation Institute (TTI), the University of Texas at
Austin Center for Transportation Research (CTR), and
Southwest Research Institute (SwRI) – as well as cities and
regions in the state. Results from the Partnership’s work have
served as nationwide resources on AV technology, providing
invaluable early testing, deployment, and implementation
insights in a range of research and real-world environments.

Technology and communications also enable a
new mobility paradigm: there is growing
adoption of mobility services such as ridehailing or dockless scooters, enabling access to
new modes without ownership burden.
Technology synergies that combine the benefits
of connected, automated, shared, and lowemissions capabilities offer the realization of
various safety, mobility, and economic
development benefits – reducing traffic
crashes, mitigating congestion bottlenecks,
streamlining freight movement, preventing air
pollution, and enabling members of the
community to experience expanded access to
recreation and economic opportunity.

OPEN FOR
INNOVATION

PARTNER

STRATEGIZE

Develop cohesive use
cases with communities,
companies, and public
agencies.

Uncover and anticipate
the trends that will shape
the future Texas mobility
system.
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WHY TEXAS?

Texas is the leading
mobility marketplace.

Texas is ripe with potential for innovation.
The Texas AVPG has already begun to
capitalize on the numerous opportunities for
AV research and implementation, leveraging
supportive legislation, world-class research
institutions, innovative public agencies, a
diverse and skilled workforce, and a
collaborative spirit.
ENABLING LEGISLATION.
The 85th Texas Legislature
passed SB2205, enabling the
operation of highly and fully
automated vehicles on
public roadways in Texas.

DIVERSE ENVIRONMENTS.
Texas features multiple
major US cities, suburban
and rural communities, and
an active freight network.

AGILE RESEARCH
COMMUNITY. Numerous
renowned institutions in
Texas perform both practiceoriented and experimental
transportation research.

ROBUST ECONOMIC
MARKETS. The Texas
population is growing
rapidly, attracting highly
skilled workers and new
industries.

DELIVER

SUSTAIN

Conduct industry-leading
research to inform
decisionmakers on
technology potentials.

Prove that emerging
solutions to mobility
challenges can provide
long-term benefit.

INNOVATE. DEVELOP. NETWORK.

COLLABORATIVE PUBLIC
AGENCIES. State and local
governments in Texas
continue to partner with
academia and industry to
advance shared goals.
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Proving Grounds: Arlington

Arlington Entertainment District

FAST FACTS
Technical Point of Contact:
Lyndsay Mitchell, City of Arlington
Lyndsay.Mitchell@arlingtontx.gov
Media Point of Contact:
Alicia Winkelblech, City of Arlington
Lyndsay.Mitchell@arlingtontx.gov
Stage: Active

The Arlington Entertainment District is home to AT&T Stadium
(Dallas Cowboys football), Globe Life Park (Texas Rangers
baseball), Six Flags Over Texas amusement park, the Arlington
Convention Center, the new Texas Live! dining and
entertainment venue, hotels, offices, and soon a new sports
stadium. Millions of residents, employees, and visitors travel to
this area each year, which is currently served by the Via
Rideshare service and, starting in October 2018, the drive.ai
autonomous vehicle service. We are interested in integrating
existing transportation options and adding new options to best
serve all users.

SNAPSHOT

ROUTE
On-street zone
deployment

18

SERVICE
On-demand,
passenger pickup

ENVIRONMENT
Entertainment
district; mixed-use;
multimodal

INNOVATE. DEVELOP. NETWORK.

INFRASTRUCTURE
READINESS
Equipped with ITS
capabilities

ACTIVE PARTNERS
Drive.ai

Proving Grounds: Arlington

IH-30 Corridor
IH-30 west of Dallas offers a varied test environment for highspeed automated vehicles: closed managed lanes for initial
testing; open managed lanes for testing in a controlled
environment; and general purpose lanes for testing in complex
expressway conditions. This corridor connects two of the largest
cities in Texas in the heart of the state’s largest metropolitan
region, with over 7 million residents. The transportation
technology use cases that could be explored in the I-30 test
corridor include connected freight, autonomous vehicles, IoT
sensors, and vehicle safety analytics.

FAST FACTS
Technical Point of Contact:
Tom Bamonte, NCTCOG
tbamonte@nctcog.org
Media Point of Contact:
Tom BamonteNCTCOG
tbamonte@nctcog.org
Stage: Active

SNAPSHOT

ROUTE
Fixed route

SERVICE
Freight and
passenger vehicle

ENVIRONMENT
High-speed general
purpose and
managed lanes

INFRASTRUCTURE
READINESS
Pursuing ITS
capabilities

ACTIVE PARTNERS
N/A
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Proving Grounds: Austin

Riverside Drive/Cesar Chavez Street

FAST FACTS
Technical Point of Contact:
Jason JonMichael/Jorge Riveros
jason.jonmichael@austintexas.gov
Jorge.Riveros@austintexas.gov
Media Point of Contact:
Marissa Monroy/Jason JonMichael
Marissa.Monroy@austintexas.gov
Stage: Active

Team Austin was chosen to work with Battelle (through the
USDOT) on the Connected Vehicle Reference Implementation
Architecture (CVRIA) project. Roadside units (RSUs) and V2I hubs
were installed at five (5) major intersections, which are now
transmitting basic safety message (BSM), signal phase and timing
(SPaT), and MAP data back to the City of Austin. The CVRIA
project will help to shape the creation of a national guidance
document to be issued by the USDOT for future RSU/V2I
configuration and deployments by transportation/public works
agencies.

SNAPSHOT

ROUTE
Fixed route
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SERVICE
On-demand and/or
fixed schedule

ENVIRONMENT
Downtown corridor
with bus rapid
transit

INNOVATE. DEVELOP. NETWORK.

INFRASTRUCTURE
READINESS
Equipped with ITS
capabilities

ACTIVE PARTNERS
Battelle

Proving Grounds: Austin

Pedestrian Presence in Intersections
RSUs will be placed at two intersections (E Riverside Dr/Grove
Blvd and Grove Blvd/Fairway St) and onboard units (OBUs) will
be placed on City of Austin fleet vehicles, which will broadcast
advanced warning of pedestrian presence in the intersections.
Team Austin will also gather, aggregate, and analyze data from
the DSRC equipment to assess the reliability of the system, the
interoperability with existing equipment (controller firmware,
V2I hubs, etc.), and the quality of data.

FAST FACTS
Technical Point of Contact:
Jason JonMichael/Jorge Riveros
jason.jonmichael@austintexas.gov
Jorge.Riveros@austintexas.gov
Media Point of Contact:
Marissa Monroy/Jason JonMichael
Marissa.Monroy@austintexas.gov
Stage: Active

SNAPSHOT

ROUTE
Fixed route

SERVICE
On-demand and/or
fixed schedule

ENVIRONMENT
Urban arterial with
high pedestrian
activity

INFRASTRUCTURE
READINESS
Equipped with ITS
capabilities

ACTIVE PARTNERS
Cisco
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Proving Grounds: Austin

3rd Street Automated Shuttle

FAST FACTS

3rd

Technical Point of Contact:
Jason JonMichael/Jorge Riveros
jason.jonmichael@austintexas.gov
Jorge.Riveros@austintexas.gov
Media Point of Contact:
Marissa Monroy/Jason JonMichael
Marissa.Monroy@austintexas.gov

Street is a low-speed, two-lane urban roadway in the City of
Austin’s central business district. It has a mix of residential,
office, retail, and commercial uses with a mix of travel modes,
including vehicular, transit, bicycle, pedestrian, and electric
scooters. The potential use case is to study the feasibility of
running a fully automated transit service in a complex urban
environment that could work as a future-case platoon for moving
people, managing congestion, and improving air quality.

Stage: Active

SNAPSHOT

ROUTE
Fixed route
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SERVICE
On-demand and/or
fixed schedule

ENVIRONMENT
Downtown central
business district

INNOVATE. DEVELOP. NETWORK.

INFRASTRUCTURE
READINESS
Equipped with ITS
capabilities

ACTIVE PARTNERS
N/A

Proving Grounds: Bryan/ College Station

Downtown Bryan and Texas A&M Campus
Serving over 237,000 people, B/CS is the state’s fourth largest
“downtown” when considering students, faculty, staff, and local
businesses and industries. The project will pilot and deploy 12
autonomous shuttles in the target areas of the Texas A&M
University campus, Northgate, and the Century Square mixeduse development. The shuttles will provide first and last mile
connections to residents, workers, students, faculty, staff, and
visitors. The shuttles will link bus stops, parking garages, bike
share locations, and activity centers to enhance mobility
options.

FAST FACTS
Technical Point of Contact:
Katie Turnbull, TTI
k-turnbull@tti.tamu.edu
Media Point of Contact:
Katie Turnbull, TTI
k-turnbull@tti.tamu.edu
Stage: Active

SNAPSHOT

ROUTE
Fixed circulator
route

SERVICE
Fixed schedule to
start

ENVIRONMENT
Downtown central
business district and
university campus

INFRASTRUCTURE
READINESS
Pursuing ITS
capabilities

ACTIVE PARTNERS
Texas A&M
Engineering
Experiment Station
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Proving Grounds: Coastal Bend

Joe Fulton International Trade Corridor

FAST FACTS
Technical Point of Contact:
Jeff Pollack, Port of Corpus Christi
jpollack@pocca.com
Media Point of Contact:
Jeff Pollack, Port of Corpus Christi
jpollack@pocca.com
Stage: Design Development

During grain season, trucks stack on the Joe Fulton International
Trade Corridor adjacent to the Corpus Christi Ship Channel,
awaiting their turn at the elevator, which is inefficient
economically, unsafe for all involved, and is counter to our
efforts to maintain our ozone attainment status. Given that
manifestation of CV/AV technology in freight vehicles is leading
the curve, the Port and partners are interested in expanding this
project scope to include innovative ITS solutions (for data
collection and intersection management) as well as pilot
application of CV2I technology.

SNAPSHOT

ROUTE
Fixed route
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SERVICE
Freight and
passenger vehicle

ENVIRONMENT
High-speed
passenger and
freight corridor

INNOVATE. DEVELOP. NETWORK.

INFRASTRUCTURE
READINESS
Pursuing ITS
capabilities

ACTIVE PARTNERS
N/A

Proving Grounds: Coastal Bend

TAMUCC Pilot AV Shuttle
Texas A&M university Corpus Christi and the Corpus Christi
Regional Transportation Authority are in the early stages of
exploring the use of autonomous shuttles for enhancing
mobility and reducing dependence on personal automobiles
on its Main Campus. Ideally, such applications will ultimately
be expanded to enhance connections between its Main and
Momentum campuses (approximately 2 miles).

FAST FACTS
Technical Point of Contact:
Dr. Lea-Der Chen/ Jennifer Fehribach
ld.chen@tamucc.edu
jfehribach@ccrta.org
Media Point of Contact:
Jeff Pollack, Port of Corpus Christi
jpollack@pocca.com
Stage: Planning

SNAPSHOT

ROUTE
On-demand,
circulator, and/or
fixed route

SERVICE
Fixed schedule to
start

ENVIRONMENT
University campus

INFRASTRUCTURE
READINESS
Pursuing ITS
capabilities

ACTIVE PARTNERS
N/A
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Proving Grounds: El Paso

El Paso Investment Corridors

FAST FACTS
Technical Point of Contact:
Alex Hoffman, City of El Paso
HoffmanAP@elpasotexas.gov
Media Point of Contact:
Julie Baldwin, City of El Paso
BaldwinJA@elpasotexas.gov
Stage: Planning

As part of its “20 in 20” visionary initiatives, El Paso is enhancing
its regional transportation system through comprehensive rapid
transit integration operational by 2020 and the re-activation of a
streetcar system this year. These targeted corridors represent
significant investments to strategically enhance and revitalize
both residential environments and commercial development
opportunities. As a snapshot, along the key corridors of Alameda
and the Streetcar route, both policies and processes are being
refreshed and created to facilitate private investment and to
leverage public improvements and technology.

SNAPSHOT

ROUTE
On-demand,
circulator, and/or
fixed route
26

SERVICE
On-demand and/or
fixed schedule

ENVIRONMENT
Urban corridors with
commercial
development

INNOVATE. DEVELOP. NETWORK.

INFRASTRUCTURE
READINESS
Pursuing ITS
capabilities

ACTIVE PARTNERS
N/A

Proving Grounds: Frisco

Frisco TMA Pilot Area
The existing Frisco Transportation Management Association
(FTMA) Pilot Area includes Hall Park (existing 2.5 million sf office
w/ 10,000 employees, additional 2.5 million planned)and The
Star (existing 12,000 seat event center, mixed-use
restaurant/retail and Omni Hotel) with an expansion to Frisco
Station (under construction 5 million sf office, 2400 apartments,
300k sf retail/restaurant and first Uber Elevate vertiport) in the
near future. Opportunities for future growth include The Gate,
directly north of Frisco Station. The potential use case is the first
mile/last mile transportation of employees, residents and
patrons in and around the TMA area.

FAST FACTS
Technical Point of Contact:
Brian Moen, City of Frisco
BMoen@friscotexas.gov
Media Point of Contact:
Dana Baird, City of Frisco
Dbaird@friscotexas.gov
Stage: Active

SNAPSHOT

ROUTE
Fixed circulator
route

SERVICE
On-demand,
passenger pickup

ENVIRONMENT
Mixed-use office
and retail park

INFRASTRUCTURE
READINESS
Equipped with ITS
capabilities

ACTIVE PARTNERS
Drive.ai
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Proving Grounds: Houston

University District Partnership

FAST FACTS
Technical Point of Contact:
Kimberly J. Williams, Houston METRO
Kimberly.Williams@ridemetro.org
Media Point of Contact:
Jerome Gray
Jerome.Gray@ridemetro.org
Stage: RFP Awarded

Houston is at the center of the world’s energy marketplace, and
the partnership between the City’s two most prominent
universities – Texas Southern University & University of Houston
– will advance the state of the art in sustainable transportation.
The autonomous shuttle pilot will be available to approximately
9,000 students, staff, and guests, operating in a high pedestrian
environment. Phases of the project will include on-campus
deployment, connections across multiple campuses, and finally
extending to METRO’s transit line.

SNAPSHOT

ROUTE
Fixed route
to start

28

SERVICE
Fixed schedule to
start

ENVIRONMENT
University campus
with extensions to
transit line

INNOVATE. DEVELOP. NETWORK.

INFRASTRUCTURE
READINESS
Pursuing ITS
capabilities

ACTIVE PARTNERS
RFP Awarded
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Proving Grounds: Houston

Houston HOV/HOT Lanes
METRO’s Autonomous Vehicle Proving Ground utilizes its existing
approximately 100 miles of barrier separated right of way in the
form of its High Occupancy Vehicle/High Occupancy Toll lanes.
The lanes traverse most of the Houston region. Potential uses
are testing of autonomous technology, platooning and related
smart, connected technology.

FAST FACTS
Technical Point of Contact:
Kimberly J. Williams, Houston METRO
Kimberly.Williams@ridemetro.org
Media Point of Contact:
Jerome Gray
Jerome.Gray@ridemetro.org
Stage: Planning

SNAPSHOT

ROUTE
Fixed route

SERVICE
Fixed schedule to
start

ENVIRONMENT
University campus
with extensions to
transit line

INFRASTRUCTURE
READINESS
Pursuing ITS
capabilities

ACTIVE PARTNERS
N/A
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Proving Grounds: San Antonio

Fredericksburg Road

FAST FACTS
Technical Point of Contact:
Art Reinhardt, City of San Antonio
Art.Reinhardt@sanantonio.gov
Media Point of Contact:
Art Reinhardt, City of San Antonio
Art.Reinhardt@sanantonio.gov
Stage: Planning

As a test-bed site, Fredericksburg Road will offer the City and
other transportation partners an ability to evaluate autonomous
vehicle technology and its ability to reduce pedestrian and
vehicle conflicts. In addition, this corridor from downtown to the
Medical Center includes VIA Metropolitan Transit’s Primo Bus
Rapid Transit Route. The test-bed will explore possible
technology to optimize bus interval spacing along this high
frequency route, which could improve the consistency and
efficiency of rider service. Other use cases include: City
Employee Shuttle (point-to-point), City Fleet Integration, and
Military Base Shuttle (point-to-point).

SNAPSHOT

ROUTE
On-demand,
circulator, and/or
fixed route
30

SERVICE
On-demand and/or
fixed schedule

ENVIRONMENT
Urban arterial with
bus rapid transit to
medical center

INNOVATE. DEVELOP. NETWORK.

INFRASTRUCTURE
READINESS
Equipped with ITS
capabilities

ACTIVE PARTNERS
RFI closed

Proving Grounds: San Antonio

Innovation Zones
The City of San Antonio is developing Innovation Zones in several
key areas of the city. The Innovation Zones will be used as
proving grounds to test various types of smart city technology,
including autonomous vehicles, smart streetlights, various
sensors, and Wi-Fi connectivity. The following areas are under
consideration: 1) Brooks – a 1,300 acre mixed-use campus with
over 3,000 jobs; and 2) South Texas Medical Center – a 900 acre
campus which includes over 27,000 medical facility employees,
over 29,000 employees at associated businesses, and over
300,000 vehicles daily.

FAST FACTS
Technical Point of Contact:
Art Reinhardt, City of San Antonio
Art.Reinhardt@sanantonio.gov
Media Point of Contact:
Art Reinhardt, City of San Antonio
Art.Reinhardt@sanantonio.gov
Stage: Planning

SNAPSHOT

ROUTE
On-demand,
circulator, and/or
fixed route

SERVICE
On-demand and/or
fixed schedule

ENVIRONMENT
Urban arterial with
bus rapid transit to
medical center

INFRASTRUCTURE
READINESS
Equipped with ITS
capabilities

ACTIVE PARTNERS
RFI closed
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PROJECT
THUMBNAILS
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Real-Time Data
is the development of data management strategies
and practices to capitalize upon timely information
to make informed decisions.

The Challenge. With the rise of new technologies like
connected and automated vehicles, transportation and other
public agencies expect to collect a significant and exponentially
growing volume of data. There is a gap, however, in expertise
required to collect, analyze, manage, and integrate multiple
data sources from both the public and private sectors to inform
the public as well as improve transportation operations. In
Texas there is tremendous opportunity to facilitate freight
movement using real-time data, which has downstream
benefits for travelers on city streets and highways. In addition,
public agencies are evolving privacy and cybersecurity
strategies to meet the technologies of today.
Strategies & Action Items
• Improve coordination between local and state
agencies. Integration across jurisdictions would improve
areas from traffic flow to incident management.
• Develop data standards in critical areas. Consistent
standards and protocols in areas such as construction and
lane closure information would improve routing for people
and freight.
• Create a secure value exchange with the private sector. Safe
and secure sharing of data with the private sector can
improve transit operations, traffic flow, and ensure mobility
is accessible for all communities.
• Strengthen partnerships with universities. Public agencies
with the support of university partnerships are well situated
to apply data science, transportation modeling, and artificial
intelligence to transportation challenges.
• Build and integrate data expertise. By developing data
science talent and skills, public agencies may leverage new
tools to improve performance and decision-making.
Benefits. Investment in data and operational improvements
will generate tools to improve traffic management for
congestion and incidents, guide long-term planning, and
provide information for allocating of future resources.

PROJECTS: AT A GLANCE
Participating in the SPaT
Challenge
Team Arlington
Blue TOAD Spectra RSU System
Team Arlington
Applied Information Test
Deployment
Team Arlington
Connected Signals, Inc. Pilot
Project
Team Arlington
Developing a Standard for
Construction/Lane
Closure/Incident Information
Team Arlington
Integrating Traffic Operations
Across State and Local
Jurisdictions
Team Arlington
Improving Incident Management
and Resiliency
Team Arlington
Connected Corridors
Team Austin
Make Every Day a Game Day,
Part One
Team Bryan College Station
Real-Time Data Sharing
Team Frisco
Establish Vehicle to
Infrastructure Communication
Team Frisco
Alamo Area Metropolitan
Planning Organization Data
Research
Team San Antonio
SATRIP
Team San Antonio
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TEAM ARLINGTON | Participating in the SPaT Challenge
Point of Contact: Monsur Ahmed, City of Arlington,
monsur.ahmed@arlingtontx.gov
Stage: Planning
Budget: Not funded
The City of Arlington has installed four dedicated short-range communication
(DSRC) devices to broadcast SPaT and MAP data to Connected
Vehicles. Deploying the SPaT, MAP, and radio technical commission for maritime
(RTCM) data message broadcasts in a number of locations around the country
will provide state and local transportation agencies with a tangible first step for
deploying V2I Applications, promote future more advanced V2I applications, and
demonstrate a commitment to the DSRC-based V2I deployments that are being
planned by automobile manufacturers. Our success will depend on accurate SPaT
and map data broadcast to connected vehicles.

TEAM ARLINGTON | Blue TOAD Spectra RSU System
Point of Contact: Monsur Ahmed, City of Arlington,
monsur.ahmed@arlingtontx.gov
Stage: Active
Budget: $150,000 per year
The City of Arlington has initiated a pilot program with Trafficast for a test
deployment of Connected Vehicle (CV) application with Dedicated Short Range
Communication (DSRC) Road Side Units (RSU). The pilot installed four (4) RSU
devices and one in-vehicle On-Board Unit (OBU) device. Currently the City is
evaluating the Red Light Violation Warning (RLVW) application. Deploying the
SPaT, MAP, and RTCM data message broadcasts in a number of locations around
the country will provide state and local transportation agencies with a tangible
first step for deploying V2I Applications, promote future more advanced V2I
applications, and demonstrate a commitment to the DSRC-based V2I
deployments that are being planned by automobile manufacturers. Our success
will depend on accurate SPaT and map data broadcast to connected vehicles and
demonstrating basic safety applications such as Red Light Violation Warning
(RLVW).

TEAM ARLINGTON | Applied Information Test Deployment
Point of Contact: Monsur Ahmed, City of Arlington,
monsur.ahmed@arlingtontx.gov
Stage: Active
Budget: Not funded
The City of Arlington has initiated a pilot program with Applied Information for a
test deployment of a Connected Vehicle (CV) application. The application can
provide travelers with alerts and information for pedestrian/bicycle proximity,
signal phase and timing, fire truck approaching, school zone, etc., through a
wireless network. The test site is located from UTA Boulevard to Randol Mill
Road along the Cooper Street corridor that includes high pedestrian/bike activity,
a railroad crossing, and a school zone.
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TEAM ARLINGTON | Connected Signals, Inc. Pilot Project
Point of Contact: Monsur Ahmed, City of Arlington,
monsur.ahmed@arlingtontx.gov
Stage: Active Pilot
Budget: No cost to City
The City of Arlington has collaborated with Connected Signals, Inc., on a pilot
project to evaluate the company’s Enlighten advance traveler information system
which provides motorists real-time traffic signal status and red light wait-time
information, as they approach signalized intersections. The Enlighten system is
co-installed with the City’s advanced transportation management system
software, enabling the Enlighten system to retrieve traffic signal information and
display it on the motorist’s onboard display unit. The system will improve traffic
safety and mobility by providing real-time signal data, anticipated wait time, and
suggested travel speed.

TEAM ARLINGTON | Developing a Standard for Construction/Lane
Closure/Incident Information
Point of Contact: Monsur Ahmed, City of Arlington,
monsur.ahmed@arlingtontx.gov
Stage: Active
Budget: $45,000 funded by NCTCOG
The City has enrolled in the Waze Connected Citizen Program and become a
partner in the Waze Global Event Partner program. The traffic engineering
division of the Public Works and Transportation Department programs closures
for events, constructions, incidents, etc., into the Waze Road Closure tool. PWT
staff use Waze traffic alerts to identify traffic congestion areas and adjust signal
timing as needed. NCTCOG became a partner with Waze and created the data
exchange path between Waze and 511DFW. The citizens of the City are informed
with the current road closure information at their fingertips through Waze or the
511DFW app. Developing this standard will allow for an efficient management of
traffic diverted due to incidents on highways or arterials.
TEAM ARLINGTON | Integrating Traffic Operations Across State and Local
Jurisdictions
Point of Contact: Monsur Ahmed, City of Arlington,
monsur.ahmed@arlingtontx.gov
Stage: Active
The City of Arlington has Center-to-Center (C2C) communication with TXDOT to
share traffic monitoring camera views and signal data. The City also actively
participates in the region’s traveler information system 511DFW to share road
closure information through Waze.
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TEAM ARLINGTON | Improving Incident Management and Resiliency
Point of Contact: Monsur Ahmed, City of Arlington,
monsur.ahmed@arlingtontx.gov
Stage: Active
Budget: $60,000 funded by the City and $115,000 funded by NCTCOG
The City of Arlington has partnered with Acyclica Inc. on a pilot project to deploy
the company’s traffic counting and performance measuring devices on the City’s
major corridors. These devices collect traffic data such as volume, speed, origin
and destination, percentage turning left or right, etc. This continuous collection
and storage of data (24/7, 365) enables accumulation of massive historic data,
any portion of which the system can instantly analyze for performance measures,
such as travel time, average speed, intersection delays, and signal
synchronization performance. With these performance measures, City staff can
set thresholds for operators to be automatically alerted for incidents, and
proactive actions taken for efficient traffic management. The City has
implemented 23 devices along the SH360 corridor and 15 devices on Collins St,
Cooper St, Division St, and Pioneer Parkway for incident and traffic management
of these corridors. Efficient management of traffic diverted due to incidents on
highways or arterials. This reduces delay for the diverted traffic that helps the
environment and air quality. Success is dependent upon accurately
detecting incidents on roadways and alerting Public Works & Transportation
(PWT) staff, as well as deploying incident timing plans as soon as the incidents
are detected.

TEAM AUSTIN | Connected Corridors
Point of Contact: Jorge Riveros, City of Austin, Jorge.Riveros@austintexas.gov
Stage: Planned and Active
Team Austin has deployed/is deploying DSRC technology at seven intersections in
the downtown commercial business district (CBD) and in East Austin. Team
Austin was chosen to work with Battelle (through the USDOT) on the Connected
Vehicle Reference Implementation Architecture (CVRIA) project to install RSUs
and V2I hubs at five (5) intersections, which are now transmitting BSM, SPaT, and
MAP data. The CVRIA project is being used to create a national guidance
document to be issued by the USDOT for future RSU/V2I configuration and
deployments by transportation agencies. Additionally, Team Austin is working
directly with Cisco (using its latest solution and architecture) to install RSUs at
two intersections and install OBUs on fleet vehicles broadcasting advanced
warning of pedestrian presence in the intersection, and to gather, aggregate, and
analyze data from the DSRC equipment to assess the reliability of the system and
the quality of data. Finally, Team Austin is collaborating with the Capital
Metropolitan Transit Authority (CMTA) on the pilot deployment of an automated
shuttle in the CBD, which will entail the placement of RSUs along 3rd St and will
produce data about highly automated driving systems in urban environments.
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TEAM BRYAN/COLLEGE STATION | Make Every Day a Game Day, Part One
Point of Contact: Dan Rudge, Bryan College Station MPO,
drudge@bcsmpo.org
Stage: Planned
When Texas A&M University is in session, the total number of faculty, staff and
students makes College Station the fourth largest downtown in Texas. While the
University has a nationally-recognized Game Day Traffic Operation for home
football games, the same level of system integration and real-time information
are needed Monday-Friday. The City of College Station, the Texas Department of
Transportation (TxDOT) and the Texas A&M University System have invested
heavily on the FM 60 (University Drive) corridor in the form of traffic cameras,
signal integration, circulation improvements, and pedestrian improvements. The
City of College Station is currently spending $6 million on improving safety in the
corridor and the local area is considering the creation of a Regional Mobility
Authority to address long-term safety solutions in the corridor. With multiple
modes and multiple transportation services in the area an integrated smart
phone application is needed to provide mobility choices, real-time travel
information and improved circulation in the emerging downtown of College
Station.

TEAM FRISCO | Real Time Data Sharing
Point of Contact: Brian Moen, City of Frisco, bmoen@friscotexas.gov
Stage: Active
Frisco partners with Traffic Technology Services to provide Vehicle to
Infrastructure (V2I) technology to Audi vehicles at all our signals. We are starting
to collect and process the reciprocal data from these vehicles to help optimize
our signal system. Other projects include the integration of Frisco’s SAFER
(Situational Awareness for Emergency Response) which is a GIS mapping
program connected to our computer aided dispatching system and Waze’s
Connected Citizen Program. SAFER displays live call information along with
reported Waze data as well as sending information such as crashes, roadside
hazards, and road closures to Waze. AT&T has also announced a 5G deployment
at Frisco Station and we are working to expand that coverage across Frisco.
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TEAM FRISCO | Establish Vehicle to Infrastructure Communication
Point of Contact: Brian Moen, City of Frisco, bmoen@friscotexas.gov
Stage: Planned
The City of Frisco intends to begin installation of DSRC radios in limited areas
throughout the city to test other V2X applications. In particular, the City will be
deploying a small number of DSRC radios at signals in our existing AV pilot area to
test sharing SPaT data with the AVs. Existing AVs will be fitted with vehicle
modules. The City is in the process of securing funds to launch a larger project in
conjunction with the City of Plano to install approximately 60 DSRC radios across
a much broader area. This project gives the opportunity to test interoperability
across City lines with differing infrastructure and in various environments such as
intersections with red light running problems, school zones, emergency vehicle
preemptions as a result of multiple fire stations and hospitals in the area,
integration with mass transit, special event traffic/parking, and construction
zones.

TEAM SAN ANTONIO| Alamo Area Metropolitan Planning Organization Data
Research Communication
Point of Contact: Linda Alvarado-Vela, Alamo Area MPO,
alvarado-vela@alamoareampo.org
Stage: Active
The Alamo Area MPO continues to work with big data such as that obtained
through the National Performance Management Research Data Sent provided by
the Federal Highway Administration and bicycle and pedestrian Bluetooth data
purchased by the Texas Department of Transportation from Strava.

TEAM SAN ANTONIO | SA Trip Organization Data Research Communication
Point of Contact: Art Reinhardt, City of San Antonio,
art.reinhardt@sanantonio.gov
Stage: Planned
The City has issued a Request for Information on Autonomous Vehicle Use Cases
and is continuing to implement the San Antonio Traveler Real-Time Information
Portal (SATRIP) project which includes installation of sensors to collect data and
enhance information sharing with the public and transportation agencies to
include real-time traffic data.
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Seamless Mobility
is a marketplace of public and private options that are integrated
with one another to offer travelers a suite of services that best
meet their mobility needs.

The Challenge. Transit systems are in transition. The market
has evolved to include transportation network companies
(TNCs), carshare, bikeshare, microtransit, etc. and public
agencies are challenged to meet evolving traveler expectations
with the choice, connectivity, and convenience of mobility
options that meet all needs. Furthermore, the transportation
options are fractured steps are needed to integrate these
different options. As Texas continues its patterns of rapid
growth and urbanization, it will be critical to develop a
seamless mobility system where the strengths of the private
and public sectors complement one another to deliver quality
service.
Strategies & Action Items
• Develop public-private transit service partnerships. There
are opportunities to address first-/last-mile gaps,
underperforming fixed routes, and connectivity of
surrounding areas to the urban core through innovative
partnerships that combine each party’s strengths.
• Enable secure public-private data sharing. There are key
use cases in which the public and private sectors may share
data with one another to improve planning and service
while still protecting proprietary information.
• Coordinate on one-account systems. Single payment
platforms that enable travelers to plan and pay for trips
across multiple modes can offer benefits of convenience and
enable public transit agencies to continue serving as the
mobility hub of the region.

PROJECTS: AT A GLANCE
Via On-Demand Rideshare Service
Team Arlington
VIA Metropolitan Transit Mobility OnDemand Pilot Project
Team San Antonio
Alliance Link First/Last Mile Mobility
Solution
Team Dallas/ Fort Worth
Trinity Metro On-Demand RFP
Team Dallas/ Fort Worth
ConnectSmart
Team Houston
DART + Uber
Team Dallas/ Fort Worth

Benefits. By working collaboratively with public and private
partners, Texas is creating a mobility marketplace that offers
affordable and convenient access to jobs, medical care,
schools, and critical services.
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TEAM ARLINGTON | Via On-Demand Rideshare Service
Point of Contact: Lyndsay Mitchell, City of Arlington,
lyndsay.mitchell@arlingtontx.gov
Stage: Active
A fleet of ten 6-passenger vans began offering on-demand, shared rides in
central Arlington in December 2017. In this one-year pilot program, rides are
always $3 per person per ride, and rides can be booked using the Via smart
phone application or by calling a local phone number. In the first 6 months of the
service, over 40,000 rides were taken with a customer satisfaction rate of 96%.

TEAM SAN ANTONIO | VIA Metropolitan Transit
Mobility On-Demand Pilot Project
Point of Contact: Steve Young, VIA Metropolitan Transit Authority,
steve.young@viainfo.net
Stage: Active
VIA is performing a Comprehensive Operational Analysis (COA) to identify
strengths and weaknesses of VIA service and explore opportunities to increase
ridership and improve service efficiency and cost effectiveness. As part of the
COA, VIA is examining the role of alternative mobility options and the feasibility
of integrating them into the greater VIA network. Currently, VIA is soliciting
proposals from public and private mobility service and technology providers to
assist with the development and implementation of a Mobility on Demand pilot
project. The Mobility on Demand service is to serve the general population by
providing shared rides in certain zones of the VIA service area.

TEAM DALLAS/ FORT WORTH| Alliance Link First/Last Mile Mobility Solution
Point of Contact: Lindsey Baker, DCTA, lbaker@dcta.net
Stage: Active
Budget: $0
DCTA has partnered with Hillwood, Trinity Metro, Alliance Opportunity Center,
Tarrant County and Toyota in the coordination of first/last mile solutions in the
Alliance Area. AllianceTexas development is home to more than 480 companies,
and over 48,000 employees. The targeted, skilled labor force primarily lives in
the Fort Worth or Denton areas. Employees can take the North Texas Xpress, the
35W corridor commuter bus service operated in partnership by DCTA and Trinity
Metro, to the Alliance area. The bus stops, however, remain a mile or more from
employees’ place of business and the infrastructure to walk or bike is insufficient.
Alliance Link is an app-based, on-demand rideshare service that connects to the
North Texas Xpress stops, and serves an ever-growing number of businesses in
Alliance. For only $1, an individual can ride Alliance Link from a Park & Ride
location or the bus stops to and from their job site.
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TEAM DFW | Trinity Metro On-Demand Pilot Shared Ride Services
Point of Contact: Phil Dupler, Trinity Metro, Phil.Dupler@fwta.org
Stage: RFP Issued
Trinity Metro issued a request for proposals (RFP), which closed September 2018,
soliciting responses from companies to provide On-Demand Pilot Shared Ride
Services for designated areas within Tarrant County. The objective of the OnDemand Shared Ride pilot project is to provide an application-based, first-last
mile service connecting customers to and from Trinity Metro bus stops, bus park
and ride, or commuter rail stops within each zone to improve transportation
options and mobility for residents moving within the Trinity Metro service area
or connecting with the regional bus and rail systems. The pilot project will focus
on first-mile/last-mile needs for underperforming routes. Furthermore, access to
jobs through the regional bus and rail station systems are specific focus areas for
the project. The pilot project also looks to explore opportunities to optimize
transportation network efficiency, define a role for alternative and emerging
mobility services, and prepare for future transportation technologies.

TEAM HOUSTON | ConnectSmart
Point of Contact: Andy Mao, TxDOT Houston District,
andrew.mao@txdot.gov
Stage: Active
Budget: $8.9 million from FHWA ($18 million total)
The Houston District of the Texas Department of Transportation received the
$8.9 million grant under FHWA’s Advanced Transportation and Congestion
Management Technologies Deployment (ATCMTD) program to deploy advanced
technologies as part of Houston’s ConnectSmart. The project will integrate
transportation management systems across the various modes of transportation
to benefit drivers and carpoolers, transit riders and bicyclists. The system will
provide additional real-time information on carpooling, ridesharing and the
availability of shared electric bicycles. ConnectSmart’s mobility-as-a-service
(MaaS) platform will help to manage congestion in the Houston metro area. It
will provide transportation stakeholders with data to improve their operational
efficiency with the goal to encourage multi-modal transportation based on datadriven rider recommendations.

TEAM DFW | DART + Uber
Point of Contact: Todd Plesko, DART, tplesko@dart.org
Stage: RFP Awarded
DART recently awarded an RFP to Uber for providing first-/last-mile solutions.
The initiative enables riders to request an Uber ride using DART’s GoPass mobile
ticketing application. The DART and Uber partnership emerged after a successful
trial during the Dallas St. Patrick’s Day parade that encouraged people to ride
transit and overcome first-/last-mile obstacles.
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Energy & Sustainability
encourages regions to support increasing mobility demand while
reducing pollution to sustain healthy, vibrant communities.

The Challenge. Many Texas regions face the growing challenge
of pollution from mobile sources as congestion and traffic
demand intensify. The most promising actions that
governments can take to mitigate transportation-related
impacts are enabling and encouraging the use of shared and
active mobility, as well as using low- or zero-emissions vehicles
where appropriate. Regions working towards these goals are
challenged with effectively siting supporting infrastructure for
electric vehicles, enabling transportation network companies
and taxi fleets to operate with electric vehicles, encouraging
safe and effective forms of shared mobility, and developing
partnerships with the utilities serving the cities.
Strategies & Action Items
• Ensure access to charging infrastructure. Identify and install
charging infrastructure at strategic sites, supporting electric
vehicle owners with convenient, affordable, and reliable
services.
• Motivate the transition from automobile dependence.
Make it as attractive and safe as possible for residents to
choose to make trips based on walking, bicycling, or transit.
This can be done in part by supporting the use of private
mobility services that can act as first- and last-mile access to
transit.
• Build awareness of the personal benefits of alternative
forms of travel or alternative fuel vehicles. Community
engagement that is tailored to the unique needs of different
types of travelers can change the mobility culture of a city.
Factors of consideration include time and cost benefits,
reduced emissions, and increased access and inclusion.
Benefits. Reducing pollution from transportation by increasing
low-emissions vehicle use has regional benefits; however, it is
especially critical for the health of those who live near
highways and other high-demand corridors. Shifting demand
away from single-occupancy vehicle use reduces travel time to
critical services, improves air quality, and spurs a thriving
economy.
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PROJECTS: AT A GLANCE
Plug-In
Team Austin
DART Electric Buses
Team Dallas/ Fort Worth

TEAM AUSTIN | Austin Energy Plug-in Texas
Point of Contact: Karl Popham, Austin Energy,
karl.popham@austinenergy.com
Stage: Active
Austin Energy is offering rebates and services for drivers and riders of electric
vehicles through its Plug-in Texas program, providing advantages for consumers,
including convenience, cost savings, and environmental benefits. The program
includes funding for in-home charging equipment, a charging subscription plan,
rebates for electric bikes, scooters, mopeds, motorcycles, and segways, as well as
training and other benefits.

TEAM DALLAS/ FORT WORTH | DART Electric Buses
Point of Contact: Traci Johnson, DART, tjohnson9@dart.org
Stage: Active
Budget: $7.6 million from FTA
Dallas Area Rapid Transit (DART) has purchased and begun deployment of seven
all electric, zero emission buses and their charging infrastructure. The purchase
was made possible by a $7.6 million grant from the Federal Transit
Administration’s Low or No Emission Vehicle Deployment Program. Buses serve
downtown Dallas and will charge at the Dallas Convention Center station after
each 19-mile service loop. Charging is estimated to take five to ten minutes with
a charge that lasts for 30 miles.
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Equity & Access
underpins a mobility system that enables all communities to
access economic opportunities.

The Challenge. Transportation has been identified as a barrier
to jobs, medical care, schools, and other critical services. In
Texas, car ownership is often essential to access economic
opportunity. The challenge is widespread: it exists for
vulnerable and underserved communities in regions where
affordability, displacement, and rapid growth are applying
pressure. It is also impacting smaller or more rural
communities that are particularly limited in their budgets to
meet their residents’ needs. As new developments in
technology emerge, it will be critical for public agencies to
develop a mobility system that continues serving all
communities.
Strategies & Action Items
• Improve access to jobs, medical care, schools, and critical
services. Purpose driven mobility services can provide
transportation to shift workers outside of typical hours, rides
to medical appointments, as well as connect residents into
their larger community.
• Explore innovative paratransit partnerships. With the high
costs of providing rides to the mobility impaired, there are
significant opportunities to innovate and partner with
private transit services to lower costs and improve the
mobility experience.
• Assess affordability and livability. Developing strategies for
communities who are at risk of gentrification will become
increasingly important as Texas continues to experience
rapid growth, urbanization, and increased costs of living.
Benefits. A mobility system that offers all communities
affordable, accessible, and convenient transportation options
enables residents to access opportunities and contribute to a
thriving economy.
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PROJECTS: AT A GLANCE
Improving Access to Jobs, Medical
Services, Education, and Groceries
Team Arlington
Coordinated Human Service Agency
Transportation
Team Bryan/ College Station
Safety/Accessibility
Team Houston
Complete Communities
Team Houston

TEAM ARLINGTON | Improving Access to Jobs, Medical Services, Education, and
Groceries
Point of Contact: Lyndsay Mitchell, City of Arlington,
Lyndsay.Mitchell@arlingtontx.gov
Stage: Active
Budget: $922,500 for one year pilot
The Via Rideshare Service in Arlington provides a flexible and personalized ondemand transportation solution to provide access to employment, medical
services, education, and groceries. Via Transportation shares extensive data with
the City of Arlington to allow informed decision making regarding transportation
in the future. The City is also exploring possibilities to coordinate existing
paratransit services within the Via platform and service to improve access and
efficiencies. To benefit Texas, the City of Arlington is committed to sharing
lessons learned from the rideshare service with other Cities, agencies, and
organizations across Texas and the United States, to improve access to affordable
transportation options. Success of the project is dependent upon education of
the public and growth of the service, maintaining high customer satisfaction
rates, and planning for future expansion of the service to reach more residents
and visitors.

TEAM BRYAN/COLLEGE STATION | Coordinated Human Service Agency
Transportation
Point of Contact: Dan Rudge, Bryan College Station MPO,
drudge@bcsmpo.org
Stage: Active
The Brazos Valley Center for Independent Living has purchased SimpliTransport,
an on-line software package that allows trips to be coordinated by multiple
agencies. In the past year we have introduced the software to the human service
agencies in our area and have met with local hospitals to determine how best to
serve those who need transportation for medical services but do not have access
to a vehicle. Training has been scheduled at each hospital to instruct case
workers and care givers the options available for transportation, the six levels of
service provided and how to access each of these providers.

TEAM HOUSTON | Safety/Accessibility
Point of Contact: Kim Williams, Houston Metro,
Kimberly.Williams@ridemetro.org
Stage: Active
METRO recently launched a pilot involving Bluetooth beacons to assist vision
impaired patrons identify where they are in the system. Using their smart
phones, a user at beacon enabled stop can plot their location and map direction
through accessibility functions.
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TEAM HOUSTON | Complete Communities
Point of Contact: Lara Cottingham, City of Houston,
Lara.Cottingham@houstontx.gov
Stage: Active
Complete Communities is a pilot program designed to revitalize Houston’s underresourced communities in partnership with existing neighborhood residents. The
initiative will work toward creating sustainable, “complete” neighborhoods that
are safe, affordable, economically viable, and that have access to quality
education, affordable housing, transportation options, green spaces, healthy
food options, economic opportunity, and well-maintained infrastructure. In order
to achieve sustainable, comprehensive community results that also safeguard
against widespread gentrification, the City must embrace a nuanced approach,
and work alongside community partners and neighborhoods to specifically
identify what will make their respective neighborhoods “complete,” and
implement that vision. The Complete Communities Initiative will commence with
five pilot communities.
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Freight & Logistics
focuses on improving goods movement across long-haul, port,
and urban environments.

The Challenge. The movement of goods is critical to the
growth of the Texas economy. With the rise of e-commerce and
the demand for just-in-time deliveries, local transportation
agencies are charged with balancing the movement of freight
with regional congestion. For regions that are home to freight
and logistics hubs -- such as Houston, Corpus Christi, DFW, and
El Paso -- better tools are needed to safely and efficiently route
truck traffic, deliveries and parking, while at the same time
minimizing traveling through residential areas.
Strategies & Action Items
• Invest in infrastructure readiness. By preparing the physical
and digital infrastructure for connected and autonomous
freight, Texas will maintain its competitive advantage as a
global gateway.
• Enable public-private data sharing. Developing data sharing
strategies can improve dynamic routing and scheduling for
commercial vehicles, alleviating congestion and boosting
business.
• Formulate multimodal freight strategies. In bringing all
stakeholders to the table, Texas can minimize friction across
modes and continue growing and attracting businesses.

PROJECTS: AT A GLANCE
Marble
Team Arlington
PDD RFI
Team Austin
Freight Things
Team Coastal Bend
Texas Connected Freight Corridors
TxDot + Alliance Partners

Benefits. With a state of the art freight system, Texas can
continue its economic growth, grow businesses, and create
jobs.
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TEAM ARLINGTON | Marble
Point of Contact: Lyndsay Mitchell, City of Arlington,
Lyndsay.Mitchell@arlingtontx.gov
Stage: Testing
In June 2018, the Arlington City Council approved a resolution to encourage
private autonomous delivery companies to test and deploy robotic delivery
devices in a real-world environment. Marble has come forward as the first to
respond to the resolution, bringing two of its electric-powered devices to one
day provide delivery service to north Arlington neighborhoods. In August,
Marble began mapping the City of Arlington’s sidewalks as routes for its
autonomous robots to soon deliver groceries, packages, and other common
goods to people’s homes and offices. Marble has not announced which company
or companies it plans to partner with in Arlington but said the sidewalk mapping
is an important step in being able to provide this unique personal delivery service
between local businesses and nearby customers.

TEAM AUSTIN | Personal Delivery Device RFI
Point of Contact: Jason JonMichael, City of Austin,
jason.jonmichael@austintexas.gov
Stage: RFI Closed
In August 2017, the Austin City Council approved a resolution, which directed the
Austin Transportation Department to develop a Request for Information for
deployment of a personal delivery device (PDD) pilot. The resolution defined the
baseline terms for safety, operations, and performance that will govern any
potential PDD pilot. The resolution authorizes the creation of such a pilot
program by the Austin Transportation Department to enable partnerships with
private tech companies and PDD operators to test the feasibility of batterypowered delivery robots in the city. The City has outlined several phases in the
pilot process including reviewing RFI responses, meeting with interested
companies, deploying pilots, evaluating, and reporting findings to City Council.

TxDoT + Alliance Partners | Texas Connected Freight Corridors (TCFC)
Point of Contact: Jianming Ma, TxDOT, Jianming.Ma@txdot.gov
Stage: Design Development
The Texas Connected Freight Corridors Project is a collaborative effort with
public and private stakeholders to deploy connected vehicle technologies to
more than 1,000 commercial vehicles to improve traveler information, asset
condition management and system performance. It will be Texas’s largest
deployment of connected vehicle (CV) technology aimed at making a significant
reduction in the number and severity of crashes, reducing congestion on major
interstates that serve the nation, and reducing fuel consumption of freight
trucks. The project covers the 865-mile Texas Triangle of I-35 (including
extension to Laredo), I-45, and I-10 linking Austin, Dallas-Fort Worth, Houston
and San Antonio. The scope has been expanded to include I-30 between DallasFort Worth. Pre-work for the project is already underway, including an RFI for
innovative freight partners, and the kickoff meeting is scheduled for later this
year.
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Advanced Vehicles
includes creating an environment to nurture the development of
connected and automated vehicle technologies.

The Challenge. Transportation and other city agencies expect
to collect a significant amount of data with the rise of new
technologies like connected and automated vehicles. The
expected level of data being produced by these modern
technologies will increase exponentially. There is a gap,
however, in expertise required to collect, analyze, manage, and
integrate multiple data sources from both the public and
private sectors to inform the public as well as improve
transportation operations. Cities and regional public agencies,
often with the support of university partnerships, are well
situated to apply data science, transportation modeling, and
artificial intelligence to transportation challenges.
Strategies & Action Items
• Invest in infrastructure readiness. By preparing the physical
and digital infrastructure for connected and autonomous
vehicles, Texas is positioning itself to leverage safety and
mobility benefits of advanced technologies.
• Leverage synergies across connected, automated, shared,
and electric. Public agencies are developing strategies and
scenarios that take into account different technological
dimensions and market trends.
• Streamline procurement. In a rapidly evolving space, there
are opportunities for Texas to collaborate on procurement of
vehicles, hardware, software, and services.

PROJECTS: AT A GLANCE
Milo Pilot Program Successful
Completion
Team Arlington
Drive.ai Pilot Program
Team Arlington
INRIX AV Road Rules
Team Austin
Make Every Day a Game Day, Part 2
Team Bryan College Station
Autonomous Vehicle Development
Team Dallas/ Fort Worth
AV Pilot and Other AV Applications
Team Frisco
RFI on Autonomous Vehicle Use Cases
Team San Antonio
University District Partnership
Team Houston
High Capacity Transit/Platooning
Team Houston
Capital Metro and Easy Mile
Team Austin

Benefits. Connected and automated vehicles offer significant
safety, mobility, and economic benefits and Texas public
agencies are creating a collaborative market to develop and
scale best practices.
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TEAM ARLINGTON | Milo Pilot Program Successful Completion
Point of Contact: Lyndsay Mitchell, City of Arlington,
Lyndsay.Mitchell@arlingtontx.gov
Stage: Active
Two EasyMile EZ10 autonomous shuttles were deployed in an off-street
environment in Arlington’s Entertainment District from August 2017 – August
2018. The shuttles connected remote parking areas to AT&T Stadium and Globe
Life Park during major events at the two venues, as well as operating for public
demonstration events and special group tours. The project served over 110
events, and ridership surveys showed that 99% of Milo riders enjoyed riding and
felt safe riding Milo. The City learned valuable lessons about autonomous vehicle
operation that will be applied to the second phase of the program.

TEAM ARLINGTON | Drive.ai Pilot Program
Point of Contact: Lyndsay Mitchell, City of Arlington,
Lyndsay.Mitchell@arlingtontx.gov
Stage: Active
Several drive.ai autonomous vehicles will be deployed in Arlington’s
Entertainment District starting October 2018 for an on-street, in mixed traffic,
one-year pilot program. The vehicles will operate for the general public on a daily
basis, as well as serving major events at the stadium venues. This will be the first
drive.ai pilot on public streets and open to the general public.

TEAM AUSTIN | INRIX AV Road Rules
Point of Contact: Jason JonMichael, City of Austin,
jason.jonmichael@austintexas.gov
Stage: Active
Team Austin is joining select cities and transportation agencies around the world
to pilot a new automated vehicle deployment platform called INRIX AV Road
Rules. INRIX AV Road Rules is the first platform that enables cities and road
authorities to assign, validate, and manage traffic rules and restrictions for
automated vehicles operating on public roads. The platform enables cities and
road authorities to quickly and easily digitize local restrictions such as speed
limits, crosswalks, school zones, and stop signs, allowing automakers and highly
automated vehicle operators to ensure vehicles comply with local guidelines.
Additionally, the platform creates a channel, using data from highly automated
vehicles, to communicate road infrastructure needs back to the transportation
agencies, which improves safety and performance for all road users. For the
Austin Transportation Department (ATD) and the community, this will foster
more efficient and accurate data sharing between automated vehicles, their data
providers, and ATD, helping realize Austin’s autonomous future in the safest,
most effective, and most efficient way possible.
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TEAM BRYAN COLLEGE STATION | Make Every Day a Game Day, Part 2
Point of Contact: Dan Rudge, Bryan College Station MPO,
drudge@bcsmpo.org
Stage: Planning
Since much of the travel, and travel time delay, is associated with Texas A&M
University, the community is actively pursuing a more non-motorized approach
along University Drive. The Texas A&M Campus Master Plan calls for removing
much of the parking in the campus core and moving it to the periphery of
campus. University Drive is also home to the Northgate Entertainment District
and the new Century Square development which generates significant bicycle
and pedestrian traffic. Mobility in the area could be well served by shifting trips
away from private vehicles to autonomous shuttles. The Texas A&M University
Transportation Institute (TTI) has been working over the past year on the Campus
Transformational Transportation Plan to create a way for people to circulate
around campus from the relocated lots and to access the two university centric
developments. Transit and bike share programs are in place and heavily used. In
addition, autonomous shuttles will help create a seamless transition along and
across University Drive and to remote parking areas. The University and TTI are
identifying funding sources to introduce autonomous shuttles in the
area. Downtown Bryan is also a regional entertainment destination but is very
linear. Autonomous shuttles would be beneficial in this area as well and is
included as part of the TTI initiative.

TEAM FRISCO| Autonomous Vehicle Development
Point of Contact: Brian Moen, City of Frisco, BMoen@friscotexas.gov
Stage: Active Pilot
The Frisco Transportation Management Association (TMA) – a collaborative
effort by partners City of Frisco, Denton County Transportation Authority (DCTA),
Frisco Station, Blue Star/The Star and HALL Group/HALL Park to enhance mobility
and connectivity for employers, employees, residents and visitors within Frisco’s
North Platinum Corridor – partnered with drive.ai to launch a six-month, selfdriving car pilot program in Frisco. Drive.ai offers rides in self-driving vehicles to
HALL Park housing up to 10,000 office tenants and guests of the Frisco TMA
within a geofenced area comprised of retail, entertainment and office space
Monday through Friday from 10 a.m. to 7 p.m. The service is available to Hall
Park tenants and guests of the Frisco TMA. Eligible riders request a ride in realtime via the mobile app.
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TEAM FRISCO | AV Pilot and Other AV Applications
Point of Contact: Brian Moen, Assistant Director of Engineering ServicesTransportation, City of Frisco, bmoen@friscotexas.gov
Stage: Active
Budget: $0 (funded by drive.ai, City staff hours only)
The City is attempting to study and address first mile/last mile issues with
deployment of autonomous shuttles. The City has partnered with Denton County
Transportation Authority and several private partners to bring an autonomous
vehicle vendor to Frisco. We hope to gauge public acceptance of AV technology
as well as the viability of AV shuttles as a first mile/last mile solution. The project
is funded by Drive.ai with staff support from City of Frisco and DCTA.

TEAM SAN ANTONIO | RFI on Autonomous Vehicle Use Cases
Point of Contact: Art Reinhardt, City of San Antonio,
art.reinhardt@sanantonio.gov
Stage: RFI Closed
The City issued a request for information on potential autonomous vehicle pilot
program that would inform how driverless cars could eventually be used and
regulated. As part of planning for the future, the City is seeking to better
understand how emerging technology, such as autonomous vehicles, may
improve connectivity by filling transportation service gaps, improve safety by
reducing potential driver error, and also shift the focus to moving people and not
just vehicles. In June 2018, the City Council’s Innovation and Technology
Committee identified three zones in which to test so-called smart city
technology, innovation geared toward making residents’ lives more efficient. The
Medical District, the Brooks community, and downtown were chosen as proving
grounds for future initiatives that would be eventually be rolled out citywide. The
RFI closed in August 2018.
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TEAM HOUSTON | University District Project
Point of Contact: Kimberly J. Williams, Houston Metro,
kimberly.williams@ridemetro.org
Stage: RFP Awarded, Active in Spring 2019
METRO is making a substantial investment in testing autonomous vehicle (AV)
technology for transit use. The University District Project (UDP) is a multi-phase
pilot project. The UDP will pilot an autonomous vehicle to function as a shuttle
on the campus of Texas Southern University. The initial phase will operate on a
dedicated campus right of way. The future phases will connect to METRO’s
Purple Rail Line and later to METRO’s Eastwood Park and Ride. METRO will be
looking at AV operations, first and last mile application and customer
engagement. The UDP is a coordinated project in partnership with the City of
Houston, Texas Southern University and the Houston Galveston Area Council
along with support from Team Houston. Operations will begin in Spring
2019. This project will benefit Texas by allowing more transit options and transit
flexibility. Coordination is critical to success, as well as garnering an
understanding of the procurement process.

TEAM HOUSTON | High Capacity Transit/Platooning
Point of Contact: Kimberly J. Williams, Houston Metro,
kimberly.williams@ridemetro.org
Stage: Planning
High Capacity Transit/Platooning: METRO continues to explore truck platooning
as a potential way to enhance its high capacity transit system. Platooning could
be used on existing barrier separated right of way to improve reliability and
travel times.

TEAM AUSTIN | Capital Metro and Easy Mile
Point of Contact: Amy Peck, Capital Metro, Amy.Peck@CapMetro.org
Stage: Testing
Capital Metro is exploring a new pilot with a fleet of six electric, 15 person,
autonomous shuttles running a route between the MetroRail station on East
Fourth Street, Austin City Hall, the new downtown library on West Cesar Chavez
Street and Republic Square on Guadalupe Street near West Fourth Street. The
project will evaluate the performance of different autonomous bus vehicles from
a few manufacturers. In addition to analyzing the vehicles, Capital Metro,
consultants, and the vehicle manufacturers will work with city officials to test
signal components and on-street performance.
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INDUSTRY
PROFILES
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POINT OF CONTACT
Rachel Daniel
Events Marketing & Comm. Specialist
rachel.daniel@arcadis.com

AREAS OF EXPERTISE
» Seamless Mobility » Real-Time Data » Advanced Vehicles

TOOLS & SERVICES
Arcadis is a leader in A, B, and C – offering an innovative solution set capable of contributing towards the Texas
Proving Grounds and/or encouraging public-private data sharing:
• Automation – Autonomy allows for increased efficiency and safety in ports, on highways, and within our
communities – Arcadis can help cities as they begin to develop infrastructure to prepare for an entirely driverless
future.
• Big Data – Understanding and leveraging the Internet of Things will play a large role in providing secure and
streamlined connectivity to prioritize and improve infrastructure based on communities’ needs.
• Design – We bring expertise from a wide range of sectors and disciplines to provide you with a comprehensive
approach for durable and safe solutions. Our goal is to provide you and your community with the best available
design for today and into the future.

INDUSTRY PARTNER DESCRIPTION
With our strong local presence and global reach, Arcadis has the expertise and experience to plan, design, construct
and manage even your most demanding transportation and infrastructure projects. Our deep understanding of
regional, macro- and microeconomic drivers enables us to bring fresh perspectives — and innovative thinking and
solutions — to complex issues.
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POINT OF CONTACT
Brian Steiner
Strategic Account Manager
brsteine@cisco.com

AREAS OF EXPERTISE
» Real-Time Data » Freight & Logistics » Advanced Vehicles

TOOLS & SERVICES
Cisco is a leader in secure reliable network connectivity, edge computing, and software integration offering an
innovative solution set capable of contributing towards the Texas Proving Grounds and encouraging data sharing:
• Kinetic – An integration fabric that allows real-time decision making utilizing existing and new sensors as well as
aides in future proofing of connected vehicle technologies.
• Edge Computing – Hardware that allows processing to occur at the roadside in real time.
• Secure Network Connectivity – We have been connecting anything and everything for the last 30 years, and have
also become the largest cyber security company in the world.

INDUSTRY PARTNER DESCRIPTION
Cisco solutions help cities become safer, more mobile, efficient and economically viable. Once a maze of
independent systems; citizens, roads, cars, transit, and city systems can all work together in a converged intelligent
network that enables data sharing across all modes of transportation and city services. Cisco has been named by
Navigant and other 3rd parties as the leader in Smart Cities, we have over 140 deployments globally. In addition, our
technology is leading the way in how connected vehicles are communicating and cities and other agencies are
utilizing the data.
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POINT OF CONTACT
Raghu Veturi
Traffic Design Group Manager
rgunda@gundacorp.com

AREAS OF EXPERTISE
» Seamless Mobility » Advanced Vehicles » Real-Time Data

TOOLS & SERVICES
GUNDA Corporation, LLC (GUNDA) is passionate about transportation innovation and introducing emerging
technologies to the communities we serve. Our experts take the time to consider how transportation projects should
be designed in order to meet the needs of both today and tomorrow. General service line offerings include:
• Ground Transportation –planning, design, integration and testing of various modes of communications in
transportation.
• Transit – Planning, design and integration of sensor-based infrastructure for LRT and BRT projects.
• Technology Facilitation and Integration – Participating with agencies, manufacturers and research organizations
on possible deployment of AV/CV transit.

INDUSTRY PARTNER DESCRIPTION
GUNDA applies emerging technologies to existing transportation facilities and infrastructure to improve current
operations in preparation for future technologies. GUNDA’s knowledge of existing transportation facilities and
infrastructure, and understanding of emerging technologies is well placed in serving both public agencies and private
firms that want to interface their products with infrastructure. GUNDA provides clients with planning, data analytics,
design, implementation and management of assets.

PAST & ONGOING PARTNERSHIPS
GUNDA is assisting clients in the utilization of emerging technologies to solve transportation and municipal
infrastructure challenges. Partnerships include:
• Uptown Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) – AV/CV Pilot Project
• TXDOT Houston - Traffic Signals & ITS Asset Management
• NYSDOT - V2I, Data Analytics, Decision Support System for NYDOT Lower Hudson Transit Link Integrated Corridor
Management
• City of Houston - City-Wide V2I, Communications, Data Analytics for Houston ITS project
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POINT OF CONTACT
Ted Trepanier
Senior Director, Public Sector Services
ted@indrix.com

AREAS OF EXPERTISE
» Big Data » Roadway Analytics

TOOLS & SERVICES
INRIX is a leader in connecting cars to Smart Cities – offering an innovative solution set for system monitoring,
planning, project prioritization, and facilitating HAV pilot programs:
• Real-Time Traffic, Incidents, Work Zone and Parking Data - INRIX Monitoring Sites and APIs cover all use cases for
traffic, incidents (safety alerts), work zone and parking operations.
• Origin-Destination
Data
–
INRIX
Trip
Reports
provide
individual
observations
including
O-D as well as discrete waypoints to identify specific routing of each trip.
• Complete Analytic Suites – Suite of web-based tools to easily turn big data into valuable information with quick
visualizations. Easy access to historical data archives.
• AV Road Rules - industry-first web-based tool for cities and road authorities to digitize and manage their traffic
rules and restrictions to support safe and effective deployment of highly automated vehicles.

INDUSTRY PARTNER DESCRIPTION
INRIX is the global leader in connected car services and transportation analytics, a new approach that leverages big
data and the cloud to help manage urban mobility. By aggregating a variety of sources and applying intelligence,
INRIX delivers comprehensive data and solutions to help move people, cities and businesses forward. Our partners
are automakers, governments, mobile operators, developers, advertisers, as well as enterprises large and small.
INRIX collects billions of anonymous data points every day from a diverse set of sources, providing real-time and
historical information on all freeway, principal arterials and most minor arterials across Texas.

PAST & ONGOING PARTNERSHIPS
INRIX is empowering municipal decisions to achieve concrete community impact through a number of partnerships:
• CATT Lab at UMD – The Center for Advanced Transportation Technology (CATT) Lab at UMD provide a powerful
suite of roadway performance measures, both real-time and historical.
• StreetLight Data – StreetLight Insights is a comprehensive web-based platform for location based (O-D) analysis.
• Moonshadow Mobile – Web based service specializing in hosting large datasets with fast database engine and
custom query-visualization tool set
• Consultant Engineering and Planning Partners – INRIX provides direct access to both data and analytics to
industry leading consulting firms who specialize in servicing public sector clients.
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POINT OF CONTACT
Lori Johnson
Marketing Manager
lori.johnson@kapsch.net

AREAS OF EXPERTISE
» Seamless Mobility » Advanced Vehicles » Real-Time Data

TOOLS & SERVICES
Kapsch TrafficCom North America is a provider of intelligent transportation systems in the fields of tolling, traffic
management, smart urban mobility, traffic safety and security, and connected vehicles. As a one-stop solutions
provider, Kapsch TrafficCom offers end-to-end solutions covering the entire value creation chain of its customers,
from components and design to the implementation and operation of systems – offering an innovative solution set
capable of contributing towards the Texas Proving Grounds and/or encouraging public-private data sharing:
• Urban Mobility – Kapsch EcoTrafix modular application is a regional, multi-modal and multiagency platform
enabling agencies to deploy smart mobility solutions such as; Integrated Corridor Management, Regional and
Statewide Information Exchange Network, Smart Mobility as part of Smart Cities deployment and much more.
• Advanced Transportation Management Systems – Kapsch’s DYNAC® Software is a high-performance, integrated
and modular software suite used to monitor and control traffic, life safety, and facilities management assets and
processes. The modular design allows for full integration of ATMS and SCADA (Supervisory Control and Data
Acquisition), making it an ideal solution for collecting traffic and facilities-related data from highways, managed
lanes, and bridges and tunnels.
• Electronic Toll Collection Systems – Kapsch provides E2E tolling roadside systems and fully managed lanes,
including detection and single gantry products and design, advanced host features (trip-building & dynamic
pricing), and on-board units.

INDUSTRY PARTNER DESCRIPTION
With the focus of smart city and smart mobility, Kapsch has developed and acquired essential services and
applications to partner with cities, communities and regions in this important mission. This includes essential smart
mobility needs such as; transportation management, transit management, advanced signal systems, multi-agencies
and multimodal integrations, traveler information, electronic tolls system, mobility on demand, parking management,
connected corridors, connected vehicles and more.

PAST & ONGOING PARTNERSHIPS
Kapsch TrafficCom North America is empowering municipal decision makers to achieve concrete community impact
through a number of partnerships:
• DFW Integrated Corridor Management and 511 Partnership – Kapsch as the overall system integrator partnered
with Dallas Area Rapid Transit, TxDOT, NCTCOG, NTTA, cities of Dallas, Richardson and Plano and Texas A&M,
University of Texas at Arlington and Southern Methodist University to deploy the US 75 ICM project and the first
511 traveler information system in Texas.
• DFW Information Exchange Network and 511 System – Kapsch is currently in partnership with North Central
Texas Coalition of Governments and all their member agencies to expand the regional information exchange
network and 511 system to the entire DFW metroplex and 50 cities.
• Niagara International Transportation Technology Coalition Information Exchange Network (NITTEC) – Kapsch in
partnership with NITTEC and its 14 member agencies in US and Canada has deployed their first bi-national
Information Exchange Network. Kapsch is currently working with the coalition to expand and apply its EcoTrafix
application to various potential integrated corridor management systems.
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KEY PARTNERS
THANK YOU
Thank you to Team Arlington for hosting the 2018 Texas Mobility Summit. A special thanks to the City of
Arlington and North Central Texas Council of Governments (NCTCOG) as well as the University of Texas
at Arlington for your leadership and support as this year’s Key Partners. We thank the Texas Department
of Transportation (TxDOT) for their commitment to collaboration and advancing mobility and innovation
across Texas. We recognize Mayor Jeff Williams of the City of Arlington, Michael Morris of NCTCOG, Dr.
Shima Hamidi of the University of Texas at Arlington, Judge B. Glen Whitley of Tarrant County, and James
A GLANCE
Bass of TxDOT for their continued leadership, public service, and dedication toPROJECTS:
innovativeATmobility
solutions.
The Texas Innovation Alliance recognizes the Summit as a symbol where Texas stands united in the
pursuit of innovation. This is an opportunity for us to meet our common challenges with shared
solutions. As a network of diverse partners, the Alliance leverages collective ingenuity and resources to
be a force multiplier for mobility innovation.
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SPONSORS
THANK YOU
Thank you to all of our sponsors for your commitment, leadership, and participation in the Texas
Mobility Summit. We deeply appreciate your support and contributions to the success of the event and
the Texas Innovation Alliance. We look forward to continuing to foster public-private partnerships –
improving lives, safety, and economic prospects of all Texas communities through innovative mobility
solutions.

WAYFINDING PARTNERS
Thank you to our Wayfinding Partners: Esri, Cisco, and Ford.

GOLD SPONSORS
Thank you to our Gold Sponsor: SeatsX and Siemens.

SILVER SPONSORS
Thank you to our Silver Sponsors: Arcadis, Gunda Corporation, INRIX, Kapsch, and SwRI.
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ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
THANK YOU
The Texas Innovation Alliance thanks everyone who contributed to the success of the 2018 Texas
Mobility Summit. The leadership and support from the Texas Department of Transportation (TxDOT) has
been instrumental in developing the process, engaging stakeholders, and facilitating partnership
opportunities. A sincere thanks to Darran Anderson, Director of Strategy & Innovation, for his direction
and ethos of collaboration. We deeply appreciate the support of TxDOT’s Division of Strategic Planning,
including Kent Marquardt, Yvette Flores, Stacey Strittmatter, and Alexa Silvers, who work diligently to
PROJECTS: AT A GLANCE
enable the success of the Summit and Alliance activities.
We appreciate Dr. C. Michael Walton, Cockrell Centennial Chair in Engineering at the University of Texas
at Austin and Chair of the Texas Technology Task Force (TTTF), the TTTF members, and the Center for
Transportation Research for contributing their talents and expertise. We thank the Organization
Committee, including Alicia Winkelblech, Lyndsay Mitchell, Ann Foss, and Susan Schrock of the City of
Arlington; Tom Bamonte, Clint Hail, Amanda Wilson, and Kimberlin To of NCTCOG; Russell Schaffner of
Tarrant County; Ahoura Zandiatashbar of the University of Texas at Arlington; Housman & Associates;
and others who were essential in bringing the Summit to fruition. We appreciate the insights and
guidance of Joe Willhite and Shelley Row, and are grateful for the partnership with the Smart Cities Lab
and Mark Dowd.
To the Team Leads, we recognize your leadership, advancement of emerging technologies, and
collaboration for the benefit of all Texas communities. Thank you to the team members, industry
representatives, distinguished speakers, and many others for continuing Texas’ leadership in mobility
and innovation. Through our collective efforts, we are preparing Texas to leverage our growth to our
advantage while shaping the future of transportation.

2018 TEAMS
Team Arlington

Team Austin

Team Bryan-College
Station

Team Coastal Bend

Team DFW
(Tarrant County)

Team El Paso

Team Frisco

Team Houston

Team San Antonio

Team R&D

CONTACT INFORMATION
info@txinnovationalliance.org
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125 East 11th Street
Austin, Texas 78701-2483
www.txdot.gov

